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We’re back this week, try it out, read it carefully, watch for double points We’re back this week, try it out, read it carefully, watch for double points 

and try to get on the leaderboard!! You can launch the Kahoot after the and try to get on the leaderboard!! You can launch the Kahoot after the 

announcements. announcements. 

Game PIN 03961909Game PIN 03961909

Kahoot!Kahoot!

What does your mind “look like”?What does your mind “look like”?

Draw it!Draw it! Play it later!Play it later!
Have you ever played two Have you ever played two 

truths and a lie?  Players say truths and a lie?  Players say 

3 things about themselves 3 things about themselves 

and everyone has to guess and everyone has to guess 

what is true and what isn’t.  what is true and what isn’t.  

It can get tricky sometimes.  It can get tricky sometimes.  

Think about what you Think about what you 

KNOW is true about you. KNOW is true about you. 

Check with an adult or Check with an adult or 

someone you trust to make someone you trust to make 

sure you don’t have any lies sure you don’t have any lies 

that are growing like weeds that are growing like weeds 

in your mind!in your mind!

4 Strategies for Fighting 4 Strategies for Fighting 

the Battle!the Battle!

• • ________________ the lie________________ the lie

• • Replace the Enemy’s lies Replace the Enemy’s lies 

with ___________ __________with ___________ __________

• • Create visual ____________Create visual ____________

• • _____________ God’s word _____________ God’s word 

regularlyregularly



Your brain is always making pathways in your thoughts!  Sometimes we take a wrong turn and make a Your brain is always making pathways in your thoughts!  Sometimes we take a wrong turn and make a 

connection that isn’t true.  God’s word can help us erase the old path and make a new one that is true!  connection that isn’t true.  God’s word can help us erase the old path and make a new one that is true!  

Write down your favourite truth on this sword, cut it out and put it somewhere to remind you. Or use it Write down your favourite truth on this sword, cut it out and put it somewhere to remind you. Or use it 
as a bookmark!as a bookmark!
I am accepted, valued, victorious, chosen, loved, beautifully made, forgivenI am accepted, valued, victorious, chosen, loved, beautifully made, forgiven

I amI am......

Make it!Make it!


